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there are five main modes in soulcalibur iv. story mode : set in 16th century japan, the soulcalibur iii
characters return with more unique moves, revamped battle system, and new weapons (even

though they're using the same gun styles). arcade mode : which is similar to soulcalibur iii's arcade
mode, you can go out and fight as your favorite characters as well as other characters. original story

mode : based on the original story for soulcalibur iii, you can go through a series of consecutive
battles against ganesha and various other characters, with their moves changing. soul calibur ex-

story mode : explore a continuation of the story, and fight against the original cast of soulcalibur iii.
the story is unknown, but some interesting things will occur, so it's recommended that you try it.

online : enjoy battles against other people in a tournament-style setting, or fight against them in a
ranked match. online features are incomplete at the present time, but we'll get around to finishing it

up in due time. ----wcmaxi (namco producer) experience the vivid presentation and explosive
combat mechanics of the soulcalibur series with the playstation®3 and playstation®vita system.
video output resolutions can be set, allowing players to enjoy the awesome graphics in true high

definition on their hdtv or computer monitor. additionally, soulcalibur iv is compatible with normal
televisions and dvd players. players can enjoy a bluray version of the game if they wish to. psn play

is easy to use. let’s get into the details!
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soul calibur iv
(soulcalibur iv for short)
is a soul sword fighting

game developed by
bandai namco, originally

released for the
playstation®3 system
and playstation®vita
system. a soul sword
fighting game has six

main characters : clash,
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soul edge, blade of soul,
blade of light, soulcalibur

iv and geralt of rivia.
players must fight to win,

with up to four players
involved in a single
battle. game modes
include fight against

other players in a ranked
match and adventure to

discover the original
story of the soul calibur
series. a combo attack

action is the main mode
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for the fighting game,
where players

automatically connect
consecutive hits and gain

combos. the game is
composed of three worlds

(japanese, greek and
roman). development of
the tales of souls games

was funded by the
project soul team. the
other series as a whole
was funded by tekken 7

developer bandai namco.
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what we are currently
able to say is that there
are more tales of souls
games planned. we're

very excited to see what
the future holds. we also
like to thank all of you,
who made this possible.

your support for the
series as well as the

passion and enthusiasm
you are showing is very

encouraging to us.
soulcalibur v was
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released in 2011. as it
has been about 5 years
since that release and
there's been no new
content in the story

mode in that time. we felt
it was a good point to
release a soulcalibur v

release that has all of the
content released in the
original soulcalibur v, all
the way up to the game

of the year edition.
5ec8ef588b
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